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Druhy nadpis

Rudolf Wolters (1903–1983) was a German architect and government official

, known for his longtime association with fellow architect and Third Reich official Albert Speer. The two
formed a friendship while students in the 1920s. In 1937, Speer hired him as a department head, and
Wolters soon took major responsibility for Hitler's scheme to reconstruct Berlin on a massive scale.
When Speer became Minister of Armaments and War Production in 1942, Wolters moved to his
department, remaining his close associate. After Speer's indictment and imprisonment for war crimes,
Wolters stood by him loyally. In addition to receiving and organizing Speer's clandestine notes from
Spandau Prison, which later served as the basis of his best-selling books of memoirs, Wolters quietly
raised money for Speer. These funds were used to support Speer's family and for other purposes,
according to directions which Wolters received from his former superior. Following Speer's release in
1966, their friendship gradually deteriorated, until the two men became so embittered that Wolters
allowed papers demonstrating Speer's knowledge of the persecution of the Jews to become p
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Blurb guarantees your satisfaction with the workmanship of your book. On the off chance your book
arrives damaged or with a manufacturing defect, contact us via Blurb’s Order Support within 14 days
of receipt. We’ll make things right. Please understand that Blurb does not provide refunds or cancel
orders, and except for the cases expressly described in this return policy (i.e., your book arrives
damaged, with a manufacturing defect or a defect in workmanship), Blurb cannot otherwise accept
returns.

Please note that each book you order from us is individually made by one of Blurb’s top-notch
professional book-printing partners. There may be minor differences across different prints of the
same books and/or across books printed by our different book-printing partners, including, but not
limited to, slight variances in color fidelity and binding type. While we work very hard to keep our
product as consistent as possible, this variation is a normal occurrence and is not considered a
manufacturing defect or a defect in workmanship and does not qualify for a reprint.
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